The UNSW Business School is proud to announce the 2019 Dean’s List Awards for Academic Excellence. This award was established to recognise the outstanding achievements of its students.

The recipients of the Dean’s List Award are undergraduate Business School students who achieved outstanding academic excellence and are in the top 3% of their single or double degrees, based on academic performance from the previous calendar year.

This is an impressive achievement by these students and we congratulate them for their success.
CONGRATULATIONS TO

Aaron Vu
Aimon Mostofi
Alex Xiao
Andrew Uen
Ashkon Mostofi
Athena Yuan
Benjamin Dunphy
Cameron Clarke
Chengyu Xu
Christopher Howteinfat
Dellushan Rajkumar
Edward Lee
Emily Kasovska
Erica Soenarjo
Fiona Chen
Gorden Zhuang
Hilary Leung
Ho Tam
Jason Zhang
Jia Guo
John Economides
Jonathan Wendoloski
Joshua Madden
Jovana Kolar
Junying Lin
Kai Lim
Kerisha Parkes
Laishu Cheng
Layla Sparenburg
Leonardo Fan
Marie Echevarria
Matthew Winfred
Min Bao
Ngoc Vo
Nicholas Chang
Nicholas Nguyen
Pravin Chanmugam
Rory Eagle
Sean Stephen
Steven Lim
Theodore Sugita
Thomas Jiang
Thomas Stellino
Trent Russell
Wai Luong
Widhiwipati Widyatamaka
William Li
Xavier Crowley
Yi Tan
Yifan Jia
Yiran Zheng
Zekai Kuang
Zi Lim